LOAN POLICIES

LOANS

MIT Museum makes loans of objects from its collections to qualified borrowers, and may request loans from other organizations or individuals, for exhibition purposes. The Museum does not accept indefinite or permanent loans. Documentation of loans is maintained in Registration Loan Files.

Except as outlined below, the Museum does not make loans of collections materials to individuals or Institute offices for research purposes or for use in publications. Individuals wishing to access biographical or subject files must come to the Museum to conduct research. Patrons in need of photographic materials may have reproductions made at their expense. Special loan requests will not normally be considered; however, any such exceptions must be approved by the Director.

OUTGOING LOANS

Requests for loans from the Museum's collections will be evaluated according to the following criteria:

- The object is not judged to be too fragile to withstand the associated handling, shipping and changes in climate.
- Conditions during the loan period will not endanger the object.
- The object is not needed during the requested loan period.

Loans from the collections are made at the discretion of the appropriate curator, with final approval from the Director. Loans are not made for personal use or for commercial purposes. The Museum will not consider requests for loans of original documentary photographs unless the borrower can show a need to exhibit the original object.

The Museum does not make indefinite or permanent loans. The duration of a loan must be specified on the Loan Agreement and cannot exceed three years. Requests for loan extensions are evaluated by the appropriate curator and approved by the Director. If granted, loan extensions must also be for a specified period of time, not exceeding three years.

Requests for outgoing loans must be made in writing to the appropriate curator and the borrower must include a current AAM Facilities Report with the request. Non-museum educational organizations must certify to MIT Museum that they are able to provide professional, museum-quality care for loaned objects before an outgoing loan will be approved.

All outgoing loans are subject to the conditions set forth on the reverse of the Outgoing Loan Agreement, which must be signed by the borrower prior to shipment of the object. Any special conditions, requests, or restrictions must be discussed with Museum staff in advance and documented on the Loan Agreement.

The Museum charges a loan fee of $100 per item for all outgoing loans. It considers the circumstances for each individual loan and decides whether there is a need to change or waive this amount. In addition, the borrower is responsible for any appraisal, conservation, packing, shipping, handling, and insurance costs associated with the loan. Unframed works on paper will be matted and framed by Museum staff at the borrower's expense. Mats and frames remain the property of MIT Museum.

If an outgoing loan is insured by the borrower, a certificate of insurance must be issued to MIT Museum prior to shipment of the object. If the borrower requests that MIT Museum maintain its own insurance on the object for the duration of the loan, it will be done at the borrower's expense.

Appraisal values for insurance purposes will be based on estimations of the fair market value of the object as determined by the Museum's curatorial staff. If Museum staff cannot provide an accurate valuation or if the period of the loan is greater than one year, a professional outside appraisal may be required at the borrower's expense.
INCOMING LOANS

Requests for loans to the Museum are made by the appropriate curator and are reviewed with consideration of the object's provenance, its condition, the clarity of rights and title, the presence of lender imposed restrictions, and the associated costs of the loan.

MIT Museum does not accept incoming loans offered for the purposes of commercial exploitation of the object or to increase the value of the object when sold, nor does it provide long- or short-term storage services.

The Museum is guided by the principles and laws that concern the following:

• The Museum adheres to the archaeological standards of the Council of American Maritime Museums (article VI, section 3) and will not knowingly exhibit artifacts which have been stolen, illegally removed from their country of origin, illegally salvaged, or removed from commercially exploited archaeological or historic sites.

• In accordance with the "Guidelines Concerning the Unlawful Appropriation of Objects During the Nazi Era" and additional reports and recommendations prepared by the American Association of Museums and the International Council of Museums, the museum will not knowingly accept incoming loans or exhibit objects that were unlawfully or forcibly taken by the Nazi Regime of Germany during the period 1933 to 1945 from their rightful owners, who included private citizens, victims of the Holocaust, public and private museums and galleries, and religious, educational and other institutions.

• The Museum will not knowingly accept incoming loans or exhibit any objects not in compliance with the Native American Graves Protection and Repatriation Act of 1990.

All incoming loans are subject to the conditions set forth on the reverse of the Incoming Loan Agreement, which must be signed by the lender prior to shipment of the object. Any special conditions, requests, or restrictions must be discussed with Museum staff in advance and documented on the Loan Agreement.

Loans are made to the Museum for the period of time listed on the Incoming Loan Agreement and may not be withdrawn without adequate prior notification. All costs involved with incoming loans must be discussed in advance with Museum staff and require approval from the Director. These can include loan or rental fees, framing costs, insurance fees, and two-way shipping charges.

The duration of a loan must be specified on the Loan Agreement, must be mutually agreed upon by both parties and generally should not exceed three years. Agreements are re-evaluated at the term end of the loan for relevance to original intent. Requests for loan extensions are evaluated by the appropriate curator and approved by the Director. If granted, loan extensions must also be for a specified period of time, not exceeding three years. The Museum is not to be used as a storage facility for lenders.

If requested, MIT Museum will provide the lender with a certificate of insurance as evidence that MIT has insurance coverage in place for the object on loan. Loans will be insured based on their fair market value as provided by the lender. It is the responsibility of the lender to inform the Museum if the stated value of the object changes during the period of the loan. The Museum will also, when requested, provide the lender with a current AAM Facilities Report.

It is the responsibility of the lender to inform the Museum in writing if their address or ownership status changes during the loan period. The Museum will return the object to the lender listed in the Incoming Loan Agreement and will only deliver the object to another party with written authorization from the lender.
CAMPUS LOANS

Loans are generally not made to members of the MIT community for decorative purposes. However, certain objects from the Museum's collections are currently and appropriately displayed in offices on the MIT campus. These objects are considered to be on special loan and may be removed at any time at the discretion of the Director. They may not be moved or re-loaned without permission from the Museum, and it is the responsibility of the borrowing office to immediately report any damage to or change in the condition of the object to the Museum. These loans must adhere to the document ‘Campus Loan Guidelines’ that are distributed to the borrower.

The Registrar will provide a report on all loans to and from the Museum at the close of the fiscal year.